SURGERY SCHEDULING
@DALLASFACEDOC
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CONSULTATION

During your in-person or virtual
consultation with Dr. Saman, you will
discuss your aesthetic and/or reconstructive
goals in detail. After your facial analysis, a
bespoke treatment plan will be devised to
best suit your goals.
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DEPOSIT AND SCHEDULING

Once you are ready to move forward with
your procedure, you would need to pay your
scheduling deposit in order to start the
scheduling phase. (See Back of Card)
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PREOPERATIVE REQUIREMENTS

Depending on your medical history and
desired procedures, some preoperative
paperwork and testing will be required.
COVID-19 testing is now mandatory for
scheduling all procedures.
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MATTERS OF PAYMENT

There are usually 4 different types of
payments that are required for most
surgeries: 1) Surgical fee is the fee for the
performance of the procedure, 2) OR fee is
the fee payable to the surgery center for the
operating room, supplies and nursing care,
3) anesthesia fee is payable directly to the
anesthesia provider, 4) other: medications
and garments or other necessary supplies.
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THE BIG DAY

On your surgery day please arrive at least 90
minutes prior to scheduled surgery time.
Surgery times are approximate as we
cannot predict exact time of completion of
prior surgery. Make sure you have a
responsible adult to take you home after
the procedure and care for you. This is a
requirement by all surgery centers.
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Please Read Carefully
All surgical and nonsurgical treatments have specific risks
associated with them. These risks will be reviewed with you
during your consultation. Please ensure you have well
understood and accept the possibility of these risks prior to
moving forward with surgery.

Surgery fee is the fee you pay for the performance of one or
more procedures. It not a fee for realization of an outcome. As
with all aesthetic and reconstructive procedure, no specific
outcome can be guaranteed or warrantied. Although our goal is
to achieve the most optimal results for our patients, If revision is
necessary, additional fees may be applied.

Although we provide you with approximate expected fees for
anesthesia and operating room, the exact fees will be calculated
by those entities and are generally payable separately to the
surgery center and anesthesia providers.

Deposit is required prior to placement on surgical schedule.

Surgery may be cancelled without penalty up to 14 calendar
days prior to scheduled date of surgery.

Deposit becomes non-refundable within 14 calendar days from
scheduled date of surgery. Deposit will not be returned if patient
decides to cancel within 14 days from scheduled date of surgery.

Full surgical fee must be paid at least 7 calendar days prior to
scheduled surgery in order to remain on surgical schedule.
Otherwise patient is subject to cancellation or rescheduling.

Strict adherence to postoperative instructions is crucial for best
outcomes.

Please review our Office Policies and Informed Consent Forms
thoroughly and carefully. We are here to answer all your
questions prior to your date of surgery to ensure a safe and
smooth experience.
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